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We warmly thank the referees for their comments and their careful reading of our
paper. Please find below our answers to all items raised (bold text).

* Major *

1) Please provide some more detail on the radar data that you use in the comparison
a) What kind of processing is done to get precipitation from reflectivity and how well do
the derived values fit to the existing observations at the nearby precipitation stations?

Such as pointed out in the manuscript, we only had the opportunity to refer
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(thanks to the report published by the “Centro Funzionale Multirischi” of the Cal-
abrian Regional Agency for the Protection of the Environment) to a (static) image
of the SRT (surface rainfall total) product, processed by the Italian Civil Protec-
tion Department. Therefore, no detailed comparison with nearby rain gauges
was possible. However, due to the fact that the monitoring network was not able
to detect the event (most of the rain gauges recorded no rain), a possible eval-
uation would be substantially limited to the assessment of presence/absence of
rain.

Radar observations are processed by the Italian Civil Protection Department ac-
cording to nine steps detailed in Vulpiani et al. (2014), Petracca et al. (2018)
and references therein. According to referee’s comment, in the revised text we
will explicitly (but briefly, according to the request of conciseness for Brief Com-
munications) refer to that processing. Instead, a more detailed answer to the
referee’s comment is provided below.

Contamination by non-weather returns (clutter), partial beam blocking, atten-
uation at increasing distance, vertical variability of precipitation are the main
sources of error for the radar observations. The cited references adopt a spe-
cific approach for radar data quality estimation to compensate such sources of
error.

The algorithm mainly consists in retrieving the mean Vertical Profile of Reflectiv-
ity (VPR) and computing the Surface Rainfall Intensity (SRI) maps (both VPR and
SRI are corrected through data quality control). Then, the Surface Rainfall Total
(SRT, aka accumulated rainfall) is achieved by integrating SRI maps.

SRI is calculated applying a Z–R (reflectivity–rainfall intensity) relationship; the
default assumption is that proposed by Marshall and Palmer (1948): Z=200*R1.6.

In specific cases (orographically complex areas) the authors found that the use
of radar reflectivity for estimating precipitation is frequently subject to underes-
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timation, mainly due to orographic features. In order to reduce this effect, an
alternative method is to derivate the SRI from the VMI (Vertical Maximum Inten-
sity), ground-projected by means of the retrieved VPR (Rinollo et al., 2013).

In the cited references, performance analysis procedures were carried out, us-
ing the rain gauges as benchmark; from the comparisons, rainfall estimation
accuracy resulted relatively high.

b) For the discussion: might a combined product, merged from rain gauges and radar
give a better base for analysis, is this planned to be included for further investigation?

In our work we already considered both the rain gauges and a radar product
(please refer to P2L17 of the Manuscript). Specifically, we used the SRT image to
firstly discriminate the configurations that better simulate the precipitation pat-
terns (P3L19) and the rain gauges measurements to perform a basic quantitative
statistical analysis aimed at choosing the best configuration (P5L30). We will
strive to better highlight this concept in the revised manuscript, envisaging the
possible use also of combined products. However, in situations like the case
study here analysed, the high localization of the event (most of the rain gauges
recorded no rain) makes more difficult to successfully apply a merging proce-
dure, even with fully available radar data.

2) You do an interesting model setup intercomparison of coupled vs. non-coupled and
variant surface boundaries vs. invariant but what is lacking is a comparison of the
resulting hydrograph (figure 3) with one that has been modeled using the radar derived
precipitation as input. One could disaggregate the SRT field with the assumption that a
large portion of total aggregated rainfall occurred within the hour before the flood event.

We thank the referee for appreciating the model setup intercomparison and for
the comment. We have followed his/her suggestion, even though acknowledg-
ing the related levels of uncertainty, and added a new resulting hydrograph in
a new figure (we will replace the Fig. 3e in the revised paper), which is shown
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in our response to next point 4. The radar-derived precipitation has been trans-
formed in WRF-Hydro input assigning to each pixel of the radar image a rainfall
value equal to the central value of the corresponding colour class, then pixels
have been aggregated from radar (1 km) to WRF (2 km) resolution by calculating
the average. Temporal disaggregation has been made in proportion to the WRF
output.

3) You speak of “reasonably well” for the model to simulate the radar observed pre-
cipitation field. To me it doesn’t look so well, when looking to Fig. 2. With the fully-
coupled SST configuration the amount of precipitation with respect to the surrounding
rain gauges improves but the important peak (towards the east), as shown by the radar
image on Fig. 2 is completely missed.

The main reason for the non-perfect agreement between the 10-13 UTC SRT im-
age on Fig. 2a (which, it’s worth it to recall, is the only available for comparison)
and model results (Figs. 2b-e) is related to the acknowledged small delay in the
rainfall simulation (P5L11-L16). In the manuscript, we first refer to the “reason-
ably well” simulated “C” shape of the rain pattern (P5L11), then we speak about
the system ability to simulate “reasonably well” the rain field (P7L28), which we
believe is an acceptable statement if the abovementioned delay is taken into ac-
count. Unfortunately, the main precipitation peak is not correctly located in all
simulations (from 15 to 17 km with respect to radar estimates, as we acknowl-
edged in the text).

In the revised text we will strive to make this shortcoming more clear.

In Figure 2 it is hard to locate the boundaries of the Raganello catchment, the black dot
might be the outlet (but no description given in the figure caption), you should remove
the administrative boarders and print the catchment boundary instead.

We thank the referee for this suggestion; we will modify both Figure 2 and the
caption accordingly.
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It seems that WRF initiates convection in a different location thus leading to the mis-
match in positioning of the convective cell. Improved soil moisture initialization may
help here.

Such as pointed out in the manuscript (P8L11), future work will be performed
in order to evaluate the possible role of soil moisture initialization. Also other
causes can concur to the mismatch (e.g., too much smoothed elevation and
slope of the mountain chain; effects of elevation representation will be also ex-
plored). However, since the topic of soil moisture initialization is addressed by
both referees (please refer also to our response to referee 2 first comment), we
were motivated to perform a preliminary test running a simulation with ERA5 re-
analysis boundary conditions for the two weeks preceding the event; the soil
moisture fields achieved were then used as initial conditions for our simulation.
Preliminary results shown in Fig. 1 in this reply (please find it at the end of this
document) seem to suggest that improved soil moisture initialization alone is not
able to improve convective cell positioning. The issue of improved soil moisture
initialization will be discussed with more details in the revised manuscript.

The simulation shows reasonable (but not satisfactory as stated in the abstract) results,
but with a displaced / underestimated precipitation field and a decreased infiltration
parameter.

We agree with referee’s comment about displacement/underestimation errors
and will modify both the Abstract and the Results section accordingly.

Concerning the decreased infiltration parameter, such as we try to explain in
the next point 4, it is not a matter of underestimated precipitation fields, rather
it is related to differences in the calls to the NOAH vertical infiltration scheme
between the one-way and fully-coupled versions of WRF-Hydro.

4) In the following you reduce infiltration in the model (by setting REFKDT to 1.5) which
leads to a higher discharge peak, but with the higher precipitation amount seen by the
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radar also the original value of REFKDT = 3 could have led to similar outcome. That
corroborates the need for a radar-driven simulation. How does the bias look like for
the 10-13 UTC basin aggregated precipitation sums? To analyze this, the few pixels in
Raganello creek catchment can be manually digitized to get the necessary information.

The infiltration parameter REFKDT was reduced not with the aim of achieving
a higher discharge peak (after all, this attempt would make no sense, because
there is no observed peak for comparison), but because we took into account
some intrinsic differences between one-way and fully-coupled versions of WRF-
Hydro.

When WRF-Hydro is run in offline mode, the land model is called once per hour.
In the fully coupled run, instead, the land model (and hence all the WRF-Hydro
routines) is called on the WRF model physics time step, which is in the order
of seconds. Such as Senatore et al. (2015) highlighted, “the difference in land
model execution frequency is important because it impacts how frequently infil-
tration and other fluxes are calculated. If the land model is called infrequently,
then routed waters can travel farther downslope or into a channel before infil-
tration happens again. When the land model is called frequently, infiltration is
calculated more frequently and thus more water infiltrates rather than making it
all the way into a channel. Hence, more frequent land model calls usually result
in more infiltration and less runoff, meaning also lower peak flows”.

Therefore, REFKDT was reduced in order to compensate different intervals used
for temporal integration of the Noah-LSM between the two versions of the model.
This approach is supported also by the results achieved with the radar-driven
simulation. Such as shown in Fig. 2 in this reply (which will be Fig. 3e in the
revised paper), the one-way radar driven and the fully-coupled simulations have
similar rainfall amounts in input. In order to get, such as expected, also simi-
lar discharge peaks, REFKDT is set equal to 3.0 (default value) in the one-way
simulation and to 1.5 in the fully-coupled simulation.
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We will strive to be more clear about this point in the revised manuscript.

5) This study does only an analysis of a single event. With the given configuration
a lead time of 6 hours might have been achieved but this does not mean that the
configuration would perform likewise for other events. To provide reliable forecasts, the
system needs to be tested / set-up / evaluated for a broader range of events in the
region. This should also be honestly discussed on p7 around L10.

We agree with referee’s comment. To provide general indications about the lead-
time, the forecasting system should be tested for a broader range of events. We
will emphasize in the revised text that this evaluation is based on a single-case
test.

6) How do you plan to use radar information with 3d-Var? Do you plan to assimilate
the reflectivity?

Yes, we do. WRF allows to assimilate both radial velocity and reflectivity (direct
and indirect assimilation). Specifically, our plan is to evaluate indirect assim-
ilation of reflectivity, diagnosing microphysics and humidity parameters (from
reflectivity), and assimilating these diagnosed quantities in the model. This ap-
proach permits to consider cloud and vertical velocity control variables.

* Minor *

Why it is gorge in the title and creek elsewhere?

Our intention was to identify, in the title, the area where the flood caused its max-
imum impact (i.e., the flash flood affected the downstream outlet of the gorge of
the Raganello Creek Catchment), in order to refer to the event more clearly and
directly. In the main text, except once in the summary, we rather refer to the Ra-
ganello Creek Basin (the word Basin will be replaced with Catchment, according
to a comment following). We would prefer to maintain this terminology.

Figure 1c, highlight the catchment with different color or linetype than the administrative
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boundaries.

Thanks for this suggestion, we will change the figure accordingly (thicker catch-
ment contours and light grey administrative borders).

For comparison with other studies and model setups, I would like to see also infor-
mation about catchment size and typical land-cover in the basin description; is the
catchment intermittent or is there a more or less constant baseflow?

Thanks for this suggestion, which reminds us that fundamental information is
missing. We will add it in the revised version of the manuscript. Catchment ex-
tent is about 100 km2. According to Corine Land Cover 2018 inventory, almost
half of the land is covered by forest (44%, almost all broad-leaved forest), 22.9%
by shrubs, 21.8% by agricultural areas (13.8% heterogeneous agricultural areas,
7.7% non-irrigated arable land), 11% by open spaces with little or no vegetation.
Artificial surfaces are only 0.3%. Even though nor discharge neither water level
monitoring stations are available at the analysed catchment outlet, it can be rea-
sonably stated that the creek in that section is perennial (during the whole dry
summer season it is a destination for tourists who practice canyoning).

Fig.3e, the unit for the precipitation amount should rather be mm instead of mm h-1 as
it is a sum and not an intensity

Thanks for this suggestion. We will change the figure accordingly.

Fig.1 description L8, blank between dot and “The” missing and catchment or watershed
may fit better to the extent of the Raganello Creek than basin (should be replaced
throughout the manuscript)

Thanks for these suggestions. We will add blank space. The word “basin” will
be replaced throughout the manuscript with the word “catchment”.

P2L8 small-scale events instead of event
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Thanks for this suggestion. We will modify the text accordingly.
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Fig. 1. On the left, Fig. 1c of the manuscript (24h accumulated precipitation according to the
run RUN_SST_FC); on the right, the same but with improved soil moisture initialization.
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Fig. 2. Hourly averaged rainfall values over the catchment and resulting hydrographs for radar-
driven simulations and RUN_SST_FC.
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